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This research aimed to analyze the quantitative and qualitative characteristics 01 
Kyunggi province news reporting by the 3 major terrestrial 끼/ stations in Korea 
For this, news content analysis, audience survey, and in-depth interview were 
carried out. First, the content analysis shows that Kyunggi news is quantitatively 
insufficient compared to Seoul news. Kyunggi news was mainly composed 01 
simple police case/accident news, lacked diversity and revealed a relatively high 
ratio 01 negative orientations. Second, the audience survey show the demand lor 
Kyunggi news was high, but the major terrestrial broadcasting news did not 
correspond to it. Third, the in-depth interviews 01 news reporters show why the 
Kyunggi news came to have such problems. There are physical constraints such 
as coverage limits with several reporters covering a vast area, and the broadcast 
*만llS research is based on the “Research for Enhanced PR of Kyunggi Provincial 
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media characteristics 아 limited time slots of news. However, the more important 
factor is that news value decisions centered on “national-level influence" result in 
passive awareness of the importance of Kyunggi local news. Despite recent 
awareness 아 the importance of Kyunggi news, without enhanced manpower and 
allocation of news time slots, Kyunggi local news will not be able to overcome its 
limits. 
Key Words: local broadcasting news, quantity, quality, Kyunggi Province 
1. Introduction 
Kyunggi province is an area of Korea with 10 mi11ion residents (app. 1/4 
of the whole Korean population) and producing about 20% of the Korean 
GDP. l1t is common1y referred to as one metropolitan area together with 
Seoul and Jnchon due to the fact that Kyunggi is geographically adjacent to 
Seoul and its cities such as Ilsan, Bundang and Gwachon constitute an 
integrated socio-economic 1i띠ng space with Seoul. However, this is true 
on1y for some of its bordering areas and not for K yunggi province as a 
whole. K yunggi is comprised of many diverse sociocultural areas with the 
pro띠nce capital, Suwon in the cent하， Gapyong and Yangpyong to the east, 
Pyongtaek and Ansung to the south, and Pochon and Y onchon to the north. 
It has been pointed out that Kyunggi residents are in a relatively 
disadvantaged condition compared to those of other provinces regarding 
broadcast news production and consumption. While other provinces have 
local broadcasting stations in their m헤or cities, K yunggi is practically 
dependent upon the stations located in Seou1 due to its geographic 
proximity.1) The three major stations (KBS, MBC, and SBS) in Seou1 
1) For example, there are no Kyunggi KBS or Kyunggi MBC that are the equivalents 
of Busan MBC or KBS Busan. 깐lough SBS had started off as the first local 
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function as the key stations of the nationwide networks as well as of the 
local stations specialized for Seoul and Kyunggi. Therefore their news 
programs take the role to provide local news of Seo띠 and K yunggi as well 
as national news. 
However, the news reporting of these stations tends to focus on Seoul, 
leaving out K yunggi. As a result of being proxim따e to Seoul, K yunggi 
neither possesses its own broadcast news m해ia nor is it well covered in 
news progr없ns of Seoul-based stations. Literally, with regard to broadcast 
news, K yunggi province can be compared to the “dark area at the foot of 
the candle." π1Ís research will look more deeply into this phenomenon and 
discuss how to improve this situation. 
2. Literature review and analysis frame 
Broadcast news has been one of the extensively investigated topics in the 
communication discipline (Berstein & Lacy, 1992; Buckalew, 1969; Carroll, 
1989; Collins, 1980; Fowler & Showalter, 1974; Hofstetter & David, 1986; 
Stempε1， 1988 & 1985; Stone et al., 1987; Wicks & Walker, 1993). A brief 
survey of the existing research on the broadcast news of Korean terrestrial 
TV stations also shows quite an extensive list of studies (Bae, 2002; Kang, 
1990; Kang & Hong, 2005; Kim, 2003; Han & Seol, 2001; Lee, 2004; L않 
private station that encompassed Seoul and p따ts of the Metropolitan area, it became 
practically a nationwide station after 2000 due to its continued expansion of 
networking with other local private stations. In 1997, iTV was established as a 
local broadcast statìon covering Incheon and the a에acent K yunggi area, but its 
operation was 파nping from the beginning. It failed in license renewal in 2005. To 
fmd a replacement wasn’t easy at all. αùy at the second attempt under heavy 
intervention of the Korean Broadcasting Commission (KBC) in late April 2006, was 
a new licensee station selected. 
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& Hwang, 2004; Lim, 2002; Son, 1999; Yang & Lee, 2005; Yoo, 1994; 
Youn, S. et a1., 2004). 
Broadcast news analysis focusing on the Kyunggi arεa， however, is hard 
to fmd. Considering the importance of K yunggi, it can be said that the 
“ foot of the candle phenomεnon" prevails even in academic research. 
The basic starting point when ana1yzing broadcast news is to describe 
what kind of news is being aired. In past studies, the news categories for 
the basic content an때sis tended to be set in conventional ways or for 
convenience’s sake. The analysis was usually limited to content analysis of 
the news progr‘없ns as the final product, showing little interest in why they 
were being produced that way and how they were being consumed . 
. To diagnose problems in news progr‘ams and propose practical solutions, 
a comprehensive and multi-layered analysis of news production 때d 
consumption processes is required along with a precise description of the 
news pro망ams themselves. In this vein, this research aims to ana1yze the 
broadcast news on Kyunggi in three layers: 1) the quantititave and 
qualit때ve characteristics of Kyunggi broadcast news, 2) the expectation for 
and consumption of Kyunggi news by Kyunggi residents, and 3) the 
production process of Kyunggi news. 
First of all, this study conducted a content analysis to describe the 
quantity and quality of Kyunggi area news by 3 maj아 terrestrial broadcast 
stations with some modifications from the existing broadcast news studies. 
The modifications are as follows: 
1) Measuring the quantity of the news coverage 
In existing broadcast news studies, the definition of local news is 
ambiguous. The first thing that needs to be clarified to measure the quantity 
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of K yunggi news is its very definition. First of all, K yunggi news would 
include news that arose from that p따ticular geo맑aphical region. But if we 
look closer, even if the news eVIεnt happened somewhere else, news that 
dεals with Kyunggi area related figures should be regarded as Kyunggi 
news. Moreover, if the main theme of the news is related to the Kyunggi 
area, it wo띠d not matter where the news event happens or who the central 
figure is in it. For exam이e， news on the “K yunggi World Cer없nic 
Biennale" held in Seoul would be classified as Kyunggi news. This 
research cαlSiders all these three conditions of ‘geographic origin,’ ‘ locality 
of main figure' and ‘ locality of the theme' as valid. 
2) Measuring the qualitative aspects of the news coverage 
πlere can be many ways to assess the qualitative aspects of news 
contents, but the simplest categorizations would be diversity and depth. 
Div앙sity refers to the degree of how m없ly diverse itelllS are dealt with 
concerning Kyunggi province, while depth refers to how intensively each 
news item is dealt with. For analyzing diversity, previous studies have used 
news categorizations such as politics, economics, society and culture, etc., 
which often are different fr’om the actual news categorizations of the news 
producers. In this context, this research implementεd a new categorization 
scheme that reflects the actual sub-divisions or branches of the broadcast 
stations’ news organizations.2) Additionally, the orientation of the news 
2) For this purpose, this research consulted reporters of three major broadcast stations 
with over 5 years of experience. As a f'않비t， ‘political news’ could be subdivided 
into ‘national politicsjcentral admin news’ and ‘local aφm피area i잃ue news’. Also, 
‘Social news ’ was divided into ‘prosecutorjcourt news’ and ‘polic머frre dept news. ’ 
on the other hand, international news and North Korea related news were merged 
into ‘diplomaticjunificationjsecurityjdefense news’ since they were covered by the 
same sub-division. 
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따tic1es (positive, negative, neutral) was measured.3) As for depth, the 
continuity of the news reports (whether a news item is a standalone item or 
is followed by subsequent items) , the completeness (whether a news item is 
simply presenting facts or inc1udes in-depth assessments), and the 
presentation method (whether a news item is presented with a simple 
accompanying image or with various reference materials) were analyzed. 
Secondly, this research investigated Kyunggi area residents. This was to 
fmd out how much interest the Kyunggi area residents have in local news, 
and to which degree cuπent news programs s때sfy t피s inter않. A survey 
on their media use pattern, the need for local news and the gratification 
level from the actual broadcast news viewing was conducted. 
Thirdlly, this research attempted to look into the Kyunggi area news 
production process of the 3 major broadcast stations. For this, three 
K yunggi area news reporters from the three stations were interviewed 
in-depth. 
3. The quantity and qu따ity of Kyunggi news: news content 
analysis 
A content analysis was conducted to fmd out the ratio of K yunggi area 
news in the overall news pro망ams and their qualitative characteristics (e.g., 
diversity and depth). For sampling, 40 없ys were randomly selected 
throughout the period ranging from January 2004 to December 2005, taking 
the date and day of the week into consideration. Through the internet VOD 
services of each station’s website, a total of 8,063 news items were 
3) The neg없ive news category includes conflict, dispute, corruption, crime andl 
accidents, etc., while the positive one, praiseworthy anecdotes, cooperation, future 
visions, and development, etc. 
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extracted from the m떼야 news progr細 of m뼈n뼈e빼g p디me times. 
The coding was done by ten undergraduate senior students majoring in 
communication. Inter-coder reliability was .97 on average. 
1) Quantity of news 
<Table 1> overviews the relative 따nount of K yunggi pro띠nce news 
compared with that of other area news (Seoul, othεr domestic areas 
excluding Seoul and Kyunggi, and international news) for the last two 
years. As was discussed previously, the locality of the news was measured 
by ‘geographic origin,’ ‘locality of the main figure ’ and ‘locality of the 
theme. ’ 
In terms of the geographical origin of thε news reports, Seoul area news 
was 3,643 cases accounting for 45 .4% of the total, while Kyunggi area 
news was 337 cases with 4.2% of the total. Comparing Seoul area news 
with Kyunggi area news, Seoul received ten times more coverage. 
<Table 1> Number of news reports bv area (total) 
Domestic 
Inter-
Measure Seoul Kyunggi (excl. Seoul 
national 
fKyunggi) 
Geographical 3,643 337 1,710 1,872 
Origin* (45 .4%) (4.2%) (21.3%) (23.3%) 
Locality of 
379 90 1,451 550 
the Main 
(14.3%) (3.4%) (54.7%) (20.7%) 
Figure** 
Locality of 616 237 5519 1,498 
the Theme*** (7.7%) (3.0%) (68.7%) (18.6%) 
*35 cases of missing data omitted. 
**5,411 cases where main figure is not specified omitted. 
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Also, news items with Seoul area as the place of origin were twice as 
numerous as the intemational and other domestic area news (excluding 
Seoul and Kyunggi). Meanwhile, Kyunggi area news was 01괴y 4.2% of the 
total. Considering that the Kangwon area is only 1/7 that of Kyunggi in 
population but still comprised 2.2 % of the news reports, news coverage of 
K yunggi is small even compared to that of the other provinces. This gap 
becomes even larger considering that, in the other local chapters of the 
three m메or terrestrial stations, 8 to 15 news items are aired every day 
during the ‘local news time. ’ 
Seen by the locality of the main figure, the domestic news (excluding 
Seoul and K매nggi) was 1,451 cases (54.7% of the total). Seoul area news 
was 379 cases with 14.3% of the total, and Kyunggi area news was 90 
cases (3.4%). Kyunggi area news was only 1/4 of the Seoul area news in 
this standard. 
Looking through the most conservative measure of the locality of the 
theme, domestic (excluding Seoul and Kyunggi) news was 5,519 cases 
(68.7%). In this measure, Seoul area news comprised 616 cases (7.7%) 
while Kyunggi area news comprised less than half this with 237 cases 
(3.0%). 
2) Quality of the news 
πle qualitative characteristics of the news reports were categorized into 
diversity and depth. Results are as follows. 
(1) diversity 
<Fig. 1> shows the overall composition of news cont<εnts based 011 the 
news categorization to assess div<εrsity. Among the 16 news categories, 
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international news was the most covered categ01γ with 1,139 cases (14.2%). 
It was followed by policejfire department news with 954 cases (1 1.9%), 
economic news with 884 cases (1 l.0%), domestic politicsjnational 
administration news with 815 cases (10.2%), and diplomaticjunificationj 
sec따ityjdefìεnse news with 744 cases (9.3%). 




























10 Health and welfare security, defense 
Local administration, 11 Culture and 따ts local issues 
Economy 12 Science and technology 
Prosecutor, court 13 Sports 
Police, frre department 14 Living, Weekend, anecdotes 
Education 15 International news 
Labor 16 Others 
<Fig. 1> News articles by category (total). 
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news categories. PolicejFD news was the most covered category with 159 
cases (25.9%) and local adt피nistrationfissues was the second most covered 
category with 155 cases (25.2%), while the other news categories such as 
culture and arts news (57 cases, 9.3%), economy news (44 cases, 7.2%), 
and prosecutorjcourt news (43 cases, 7.0%) show moderate level frequencies. 
<Fig. 3> shows the composition of Kyunggi news. The overall pattem of 
the news composition looks similar to that of Seoul news. However, by 
closely comp뼈ng <Fig. 3> with <Fig. 2>, we can fmd clear differences 
between Seoul and Kyunggi news in terms of news diversity. Kyunggi 
news mostly consists of policejFD news (95 cases, 40.3%), and local 
adtninistratio피 issues (53 cases, 22.5%). Since Kyunggi area news deals 
with accidentj adtninistration related issues so heavily, coverage of other 
diverse themes such as culture and arts, the economy, etc., seems relatively 
hindered. 
Another aspect of news diversity investigated by this study is the 
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Kyunggi area news 
40.3% 
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News calegory 
<Fig. 3> Number 01 news a야icles by category (Kyunggi). 
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orientation of the news (positivefnegativefneutral). For the total news iterns, 
negative news iterns summed to 3640 cas않 (45 .4%), neutral, 3,436 cases 
(42.9%), and positive, 935 떠ses (1 1.7%) as seen in <Fig. 4>. 
In Seoul area news, negative iterns were 299 cases (48.0%), neutral iterns 
were 242 cases (39.4%), and positive iterns were 73 cases (1 1.9%), thε 
overall composition of which corresponds with the overall average in total. 
In the K yunggi news ’ case, negative news iterns turned out to be 149 cases 
(62.9%), neutral iterns were 62 cases (26.2%), and positive iterns were 26 
cases (1 1.0%), thus revealing a far higher ratio of negative news 
composition than that of the total and of Seoul area news. 
(2) Depth 
π괴s study tapped into the depth of the news reporting, by measuring the 
continuity, completeness and presentation methods of each news item. To 
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News Orientation Ratio by Area 
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<Fig. 4> News Orientation (Negative, Neutral , and Positive) Ratio by Area. 
standalone artic1e (single news), or lay in the continued additional coverage 
from a previous article (multiple news) , or belonged to a set of brief news 
(brief news).4) 
For the total sample, ‘single news ’ comprised 6,342 cases (79.1%), 
‘multiple news’ comprised 1,117 cases (13.9%), and ‘brief news’ comprised 
554 cases (6.9%). As for Seoul news, single news comprised 523 cases 
(85.0%), multiple news comprised 46 cases (7.5%), and brief news 
comprised 46 cases (7.5%). Kyunggi news consisted of 205 single news 
(86.5%), 16 multiple news (6.8%), and 16 brief news (6.8%). Therefore, in 
terms of continuity, not much difference was found between Seoul and 
K yunggi news. 
To look into the completeness of the news report, the items were divided 
4) Brief news indicates a news item which usually delivers the simplest facts within a 
few seconds. 
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into five categories by checking whether a news item just introduced the 
curr빠 facts or conditions, or whether it included further analysis on the 
canses and implications of the case.5) 
For the total sample, as was expected, fact -only reports turned out to be 
the largest (4,569 cases, 57.0%). Reports accompanied by analysis on the 
implications were 1,275 cases (15.9%), fact reports with analysis on both 
implications and cause were 1,214 cases (15.1%), and fact reports with 
analysis on cause only were 843 cases (10.5%). Seoul and Kyunggi news 
showed similar patterns. As for Seoul news, fact-only reports were 369 
cases (60.1 %), and fact+cause+implication reports were 107 cases (17.4%). 
Reports with fact+cause were 76 cases (12.4%), and fact+implication were 
51 cases (8.3%). Kyunggi news had 136 cases (57.4%) of fact-only reports, 
while in-depth reports with fact+cause+implication were 34 cases (14.3%). 
맴le differences between Seoul and K yunggi news in terms of news depth 
were ignorable overal1. 
As for the presentation of news reports, seven categories were set based 
on how many presentational methods were adopted in a news item.6) For 
the total sample, reporters with VTR screens were dominant with 3,518 
cases (44.3%), followed by 2,613 cases of anchorpersons with VTR screens 
(32.9%) and 1,585 cases of reporters with both VTR screens and graphs 
(20.0%). As for Seoul news, reporters with VTR were 247 cases (41.4%), 
anchorpersons with VTR were 233 cases (39.1%), and reporters with VTR 
and graphs were 99 cases (16.6%). Kyunggi news consisted of 97 cases of 
anchorpersons with VTR (42.2 %), 83 cases of reporters with VTR (36.1 %), 
5) The five categories of completeness include (1) facts only, (2) facts+cause, (3) 
facts+implication, (4) facts+cause+implication, and (5) other (unclassifiable) 
6) πle categories include (1) anchorperson without any visual presentation, (2) 
anchorperson with VTR screen, (3) anchorperson with graphs, (4) reporter without 
any visual present따ion， (5) reporter with VTR screen, (6) reporter with graphs, (끼 
reporter with VTR screen and graphs. 
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and 42 cases of reporters with VTR and graphs (18.3%), yielding a similar 
outcome. 
In sum, the analysis of depth in news reporting in terms of continuity, 
completen않s and presentation method, did not reveal signific빠 differences 
between Seoul and Kyunggi news. These results show that the qualitative 
aspects of Seoul news and K yunggi news v따y in diversity and less so in 
depth. 
4. Actual demand, viewing and assessment of Kyunggi news 
Along with the content analysis discussed above, a s따vey was conducted 
to look into the actual viewing patterns of the audience and their 
assessment of TV news. πle s따vey consisted of a pretest and a main test. 
The pretest was given to petitioners who visited the city office of Anyang, 
Uijongbu and Paju during 27-28th February 2006. Trained interviewers 
I않med up in twos and conducted the survey. Potential problems were 
corrected based on the pretest results, and the main test was launched on 
10th March 2006. In the main test, the area of interest was expanded to 
Ansan and Pyongtaek to reflect the mixed rural-urban characteristics of 
Kyunggi. Also, the sampling size was expanded to 600, which yielded 526 
effective samples. For randomizing purposes, the interviewers were ordered 
to interview every fifth person who visited the city office petition desk. To 
avoid duplicate interviewees, the time of the survey interview was recorded. 
As the result, among the 526 respondents, 54.0% were male, and 46.0% 
female. The age group was 4.2 % teenagers, 36.5 % in their 20’s, 26.4% in 
their 30’s, 24.7% in their 40’s, 5.5% in their 50’s, and 2.7% in their 60’s 
and above. Compared to the overall population, the 20’s aged were 
over-sampled, and the education level was higher than in the general viewer 
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p이1. This might be due to the fact that the survey was conducted in the 
city office causing young educated people to be sampled more. However 
this did not significantly skew the overal1 analysis. In te깐ns of the 
residential area, residents of the survey sites (마lYang， Uijongbu, P며u， 
Ansan and Pyongtaek) were mainly sampled. However, the collected sample 
included all 31 administrative area units of Kyunggido. 
1) Media use pattem 
The media use preference pattem among newspaper, TV, radio and 
Intemet of Kyunggi residents varied throughout weekdays or weekend. In 
general, the most used media was the TV, followed by the Intemet, radio 
and newspaper. 
on an average weekday, media use time was 136.6 minutes for the 
Intemet and 135 minutes for thε TV, which was more than two hours each. 
Radio was 38.1 minutes, and newspaper 32.7 minutes. on any weekend 
day, TV use time increased to 191 minutes, which was about 1 more hour 
than on weekdays. All other media use time decreased. 만le Intemet was 
110 minutes, which was less than on weekdays by 25 minutes. Newspapers 
were 21.5 minutes and radio 18.1 minutes, which was a decrease of 11 and 
20 minutes, respectively. 
on the question of how much TV news one watches each day, 83.5% of 
the respondents answered moderately and above. 깐le respondents thought 
that the most important media were the Intemet (44.7%), TV (38.6%), and 
newspaper (14.4%). The reason that the Intemet was regarded as the most 
important could be due to the fact that the status of the Intemet as an 
information medium has been rising, but also that people in the 20’s and 
30’s age groups were dominant (63 %) in the sample. 
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As the main channel for receiving Kyunggi news, 35.7% answered TV, 
27.9% newspaper, and 20.5% Internet, contrary to the generally conceived 
m뼈ia importance of Internet -TV -newspaper. This points out that K yunggi 
residents still rely on the TV and the newspaper for specific information, 
such as local news. Besides these, local bulletin papers and peers accounted 
for 6.7% each, with radio reaching 1.9%. Among other miscellaneous 
answers, there was also the mention of the local cable TV station. 
2) TV news viewing pattem 
Based on the news catego디zation scheme used for the content analysis, 
the respondents were asked to choose three news item categories in the 
order to which they pay most attention to them when watching TV news. 
As a result, the respondents answered ‘economy’ (16.4%), ‘sports’ (15.0%), 
and domestic politicsjcentral administration. Interest was high in economy 
andp이itics， which have been generally considered as possessing high news 
value, while ‘sports ’ reflect mostly the interest of the male f'εspondents. 
만ley are followed by living/weekendjanecdotes (1 1.4 %), culture & arts 
(8.2%) and education (6.9%), which have been traditionally regarded as soft 
news. It indicates that Kyunggi residents take an interest not only in themes 
of society in general but also in those of their everyday lives. Answers on 
‘prosecutorj court’ and ‘policejFD’ di이1’ t even reach 2%, which shows that 
interest in so-cal1ed corruption and accident news is low. 
까le s따vey also asked respondents to write open-ended answers 
discussing their dissatisfaction with K yunggi news on terresπial TV. The 
most frequent answers were ‘too little local information’, ‘no diversity in 
themes’, and ‘too little quantity’ with 22.0%, 21.9% , and 19.8% each, 
indicating dissatisfaction with the information, s뼈Iject and quantity. Answers 
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such as ‘too much negative news’, ‘not precise’ followed with 12.4% and 
11.2% each. ‘Biased, skewed news’ and ‘imprecise information' were 7.6% 
and 5.0%. 
3) Assessment on the news 
This study asked respondents to assess the necessity for each area’s news 
using a 5-point scale. Kyunggi news scored the highest with 3.75 points 
followed by Seoul news (3.58), and other domestic area news (3.53). 
When measuring the satisfaction with each area’s news in actual news 
prograrns, Seoul news scored the highest with 3.15 points. Intemational 
news was 2.95, other domestic areas were 2.89, and Kyunggi news scored 
2.80. Except for Seou1 area news, news on other areas scored below 3 
points. Kyunggi news, which scored the highest in necessity was marked 
the lowest in satisfaction, leaving a large gap. 맘lÍs result shows that 
K yunggi residents have a high demand for local news, and are strongly 
dissatisfied with the status quo. 
In terms of the satisfaction level with the quantity of the news on 
terrestrial TV, Seoul news scored highest with 3.40 points. It was followed 
by inteπlational news (2.83), other domestic areas (2.76), and final1y 
Kyunggi news (2.68), indicating that Kyunggi residents think that Kyunggi 
news is the one most quantitatively lacking. on the question of how 
excel1ent the news reports are, Seoul news scored the highest with 3.24 
points. Al1 other areas scored on1y 2.87 points. 
In summary, Kyunggi residents scored Seoul news hlghest in all 
quantitative and qualitative va1ues. As for’ Kyunggi news, however, Kyunggi 
residents were far from satisfied quantitatively and qualitatively, contr따Y to 
the high 、ralues and demands they placed on it. 
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5. Structural limits of Kyunggi news production process: 
In-depth interviews with reporters 
πús study explored the stmcture and linúts of the production process of 
Kyunggi news, from the viewpoint of the news producers. For this purpose, 
three reporters who were or who had recently been assigned to Kyunggi 
area coverage were interviewed in-depth. The interview was done via 
systematic qu않tionnaires， and held for a session of 1 hour each in a 
comfortable setting with two researchers. After the face-to-face interview, 
additional data was col1ected through telephone and e-mai1. 
1) Kyunggi area reporting system of the terrestrial stations 
(1) The position and reporting area of the reporter 
All Kyunggi area reporters were positioned in the ‘society’ team. In the 




K yunggi area 
on reporting experience 
2006. 2. 7 
News HQ, news 
Reporter 
Suwon branch KBS 
coverage te없n #3 Apr 2005 - present 
A (team chief, 
reporter room metropolitan area) 
2006. 2. 10 
Reporter Main office at 
MBC 
reporter, economy Apr - Sep 2005 
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case of KBS, it was the ‘society’ team administrative affairs section, while 
MBC was the society division #2 metropolitan area team, and SBS was the 
national division case team. It is clear that all of them are basically ‘police 
station assigned reporters’, covering cases and accidents. The three stations 
maintain several branches in the K yunggi area, however the locations and 
personal organization differs. 
As for KBS, the Suwon branch is the center of Kyunggi area news 
reporting. There were 4 reporters assigned to the KBS Suwon as of May 
2006. ηlere was one reporter in the assistant manager position as the 
meπopolitan area team chief, and the other three were fi려d reporters. 
Though KBS does have sub-stations in Inchon, Uijongbu 뻐d Sungnam, it 
concentrates its reporters in Suwon rather than dispεrsing them. 
πle reporting area of Suwon comprises all 31 districts of Kyunggi. πle 
metropolitan area coverage is largely divided into 3 areas: the southem area 
centered on Suwon, the westem area centered on Inchon and the northem 
area centered on Uijongbu. Among those, the southem area of Seoul and 
westem areas such as Inchon and Puchon are covered directly from Suwon, 
but in many instances reporters c때nα go all the way to Uijongbu due to 
physical distance, in which case the main station at Seou1 is notified to 
send it personnel out. However, the basic management of the northem area 
is still done by the Suwon branch. 
πle reporters at the Suwon branch, both the regular reporters and the 
assistant manager level reporter, stay there for about 1 to 1.5 years, and 
then retum to the main station in Seoul. πley are mostly starters with only 
1-3 years of experience, and have pre띠ously been moved to other divisions 
where they gained the specialized skills they wou1d need for covering the 
K yunggi area. It was difficult to find any reporter assigned to the K yunggi 
station who had a deep understanding of the locality. When reporting 
involves meeting the mayors or the provincial govemor, or when covering 
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an important local policyjcultural issue, the assistant manager-level reporter 
takes charge and produces the news. 
MBC differs in system from KBS. MBC’s reporters for the K yunggi area 
are 5 in total, but are dispersed throughout the branches in Suwon, Inchon, 
Uijonbu and Sungnam, and there is one additional assistant manager-level 
senior reporter in Suwon. The Kyunggi metropolitan area is divided into 4 
large areas: the southem area centered on Suwon, the eastem area centered 
on Sungnam, the westem area centered on Inchon, and the northem area 
centered on Uijongbu. Each branch is equipped with a basic broadcasting 
system, and is assigned a coverage support team consisting of a camera 
reporter, a sound engineer and a vehicle operator. 깐le senior reporter is 
called thε ‘captain’, and monitors all cases and accidents in K yunggi. If 
needed, this person directs the reporters of each branch which item to 
cover. 
Society team #2, where the K yunggi area reporters are positioned, is 
basically dedicated to police cases and accidents. 만le reporters at the 
branches are starters with 1-2 years of expe다ence only, and are rotated in a 
short term such as 6 months or 1 year. They lack the time to develop a 
deeper understanding of the locality. Though the senior reporter normally 
has 10 years of reporting expe꾀ence， this is not the case with the K yunggi 
area. 111e sπong point of this is that the reporters can present more fair and 
o피ective views. When staying in one locality for a long time, private 
interest relationships grow, and the short-term rotation is an auxiliaη safety 
system to prevent such. 
(Reporter B) We are only staying here for 6 months or a year ... That’s our 
dilemma. When we are starting to have some special skills and 
understanding we have to move on, which is the bad t피ng. However, we 
can go some place new and write as we want free of relationships. It’s 
hard to fmd a balance. 1 or 2 y않rs are adequate, 1 t퍼nk. If it goes over 
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two years, new relationships develop no matter where. 
As for SBS, four reporters are presently stationed in the Kyunggi area. 
πlere are station branches in Suwon, SungnanI, Inchon and Uijongbu, with 
one reporter each. πle covering areas are just like MBC. According to the 
organizational chart they are positioned in the main station national 
division, however in regard to their actual work they are almost identical to 
the ‘society’ coverage tearns of the other companies.7) 
πle Kyunggi area reporters focus their atlention on police cases and 
accidents, and are assigned to the police bureaus and administrative offices. 
However, unlike KBS and MBC, SBS does not assign a senior reporter to 
this area. The reporters receive all directives and news production plans 
from the main station in Seoul. Their positioning in ilie branch offices is 
only for the sake of geographical proximity. 
In 2005, there was a tempor없y position of an assistant manager-level 
reporter in the SBS Suwon branch. It was a system sÌlnilar to the one by 
MBC to plan and produce local news, but the change was undone as of 
7) SBS built society team #2 in their reporting division on 3rd April 1992 and took 
얘arge of meπ'Opolitan area news. However, after building local stations at Busan, 
Daegu, Da태on and Kw:없19jU， the name was changed to national division and 
covered other local news as welL With the ope띠ng of the local private stations in 
1995, SBS tempor.암ily c10sed down the local branches. However, news supply was 
not runr파19 smooth1y as planned, and 80 SBS reopened the branches. Mterwards, it 
constrncted a national network by ‘gi띠ng drama and receiving news’ with each 
local private stations. Currently SBS receives news from the local private stations 
and at the same time runs 5 own local br없lches in Busan, Daegu, Da태on， 
Kangnmg and Cheju to construct a solid national system. As the ‘national’ 
expansion progressed, its own definition as the local Seoul and metropolitan station 
grew weaker. On 17th March 2000, the company’s name was legal1y changed from 
‘Seoul Broadcasting System’ to just ‘SBS’ 
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February 2006. 만le reason for this tempor따y enhancement of K yunggi 
news for just one year could be explained as to 며lfill the conditions for 
recei띠ng KBC’s recommendation for re-authorization at the end of 2004. In 
2004, KBC requested as a condition for reauthorizing SBS, to expand 
programs r하lecting locality (source: June 12. 2004 / 56th KBC Meeting 
Decision Papers). 
Like the other stations, reporters of SBS do not stay in the Kyunggi area 
for long. The reporters are mostly first-year starters, and cover the area 
with the same mindset as they do the Seoul police departments or 
administrative offices. There camlOt be expectations to have quality reports 
based on deep understanding of the locale. 
(2) Subject ideas and coverage process 
As stated above, K yunggi area reporters at all three stations are 
practical1y positioned under the society team of the main síation. πlUS 
reliance on police and fire departments is high. There are hundreds of 
police cases and accidents in the K yunggi area, and in order for the smal1 
number of reporters to keep track of them they cannot but rely on the 
information given by the police or fire department. Based on this, the 
reporters select out newsworthy issues and send them to the main station, 
from among which one or two 따e sεlεcted. This task is simplistic at frrst 
glance, but is burdensome done on a daily basis. For them the seduction of 
a scoop is overpowered by the fear of fal1ing behind. 
πle press packets from the loca1 administrative offices are also 때 
important news source. However, the level of utilization of official bureau 
material was overall low. The dissatisfactions can be summarized as two: 
first, valuable information is too little, and second it Ïs overfilled with 
self-PR. It is helpful in keeping track of important things happening in the 
area and of what kinds of policies are being pursued by the officials, but 
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there are difficulties in ma빼19 them directly into news reports. 
(Reporter A) Therefore, the official press packets should only be used for 
basics, and the rest should be dug into on our own. The province office 
hands out at least three packets per day, but it is largely fruitless. It’s 
completely self-PR. 
(Reporter B) πle PR division only gives out the information that is 
beneficient to them, and hides all the potential problems. 1 would be a very 
idle reporter if writing down only this. 
(Reporter C) The quantity of information is not insufficient. But, they want 
only their own good. The data from the source cannot but be somewhat 
defective, so we must fmd the rest. 
The current press packets are only used as auxiliary information. The 
reporter only receives minimum initial ideas from them and completely 
reconstructs them to make them newsworthy, or uses them as starting 
points to actively discover new material. 만le starting point of an issue can 
be local, but to make it newsworthy it must be expanded into a national 
issue. Here is an example: 
(Reporter C) Before last year’s Chusok, when the industrial clusters of 
Sihwa and Ansan gave their laborers a special bonus it became news in 
their own circle. Then the information comes from the Kyunggi office πle 
bonus was so and so. With the statistics that we received from the Kyunggi 
office, we go on to cover the factories of Ansan, as well as receiving the 
national statistics via the Ministry of Labor. Enllancing this, we start off 
with Ansan, take into account Kyunggi, but ultinlately add up the national 
data to build a bigger picture. This is the way we enhance the data. 
Also the local newspapers are a major source for keeping track of local 
ev앉lts and issuεs. Calls from residents are also a basic source firlding 
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measure taken by most journalism organizations. KBS Suwon branch has 
assigned a dedicated personnel for reader calls, and the newsworthy 
information among those is ver‘ified and covered by the reporter. Internet 
search can also be efficiently used to fmd local issues. 
(3) news production and reporting 
까lere are distinct differences among the staíions in their news production 
and reporting methods. As for KBS, the Suwon branch covers the whole 
province based on information provided by the provincial police. πle 
southern area of the province is covered at this branch directly. News items 
are selected based on police reports, public office packets or mternal 
plam파19 and the reporters cover the material. The senior team chief acts as 
the desk editor and produces the completed news at thε Suwon branch, 
which is then sent to the main station in Seoul. Though not having 
dedicated time s101s in the main news, the K yunggi news coverage of KBS 
has a signific뻐t level of autonomy. 
However, while the northem area, mcluding Uijongbu, is monitored in 
Suwon, the Seoul office is contacted to send a reporter’, due to its physical 
distance. The reporter covers the material and returns to the office to 
produce the news, or if time does not permit simply sends the visuals 
through the Uijongbu branch. In t피s case, production responsibility is on 
the main station. 
The desk team of the main station decides on when to air the K yunggi 
area news. If it is a m떼야 issue, it goes on the 9pm main news. If it is not 
national or insufficient in tirneliness, it is moved to mon파19 or noon. The 
reporters at the Suwon branch produce at least one news item per day, and 
all of the produced items are aired, although differing in airing time. This 
is possible because the channel capacity and timing of KBS is larger than 
that of the other stations. 
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(Reporter A) Al1 reports are aired. Sometimes it’s 9pm News, sometimes 
7pm Network News, sometimes it’s Morning News, and recently sometimes 
Noon News. And we also have the KBS2. KBS has many s10ts, so 
eveηthing covered can be digested. Covered but unaired, simp1y does not 
happen. 
Unlike KBS, MBC branches do not completely produce the news to the 
end. The reporters are at the branches for proximity’s sake, but the actual 
news production, including report writing, is done in Seoul. Reporters who 
have covered the issue under the directives of the captain in Suwon returns 
immediately to the Seoul main office where they edit the visuals and 
records the news. When the basic production is complete, the frrst-line desk 
editors, including the head of the society team, check the report and decide 
the airing according to the day ’s situation. The reporting directives come 
from the captain in Suwon, but the production and airing is decided at the 
desk in Seoul. 
If a newsworthy case happens far away or late so that there is no time 
to return to the Seou1 office, the visuals and the report are sent from the 
nearest branch. In this case, the final news production is done by the desk 
reporter in Seoul. In any case, the final production, edition and reporting is 
done by the desk in the main station. Because of this process, MBC’s 
Kyunggi news comes into competition with the national news in deciding 
whether to air. 
(Reporter B) For examp1e, if there is information on homicide coming in 
from the Ansan police station, Suwon br없lch sends its repoπer to Ansan. If 
the coverage is done before 2-3pm, that person returns to Seou1 to produce 
the news. But if it happens 4-5pm, it gets 8pm even returning to the 
branch. Then we send the pictures from there right away. The report is 
written and recorded there and sent as well. When the company tells us to 
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correct here and there, we do it, read it once again and send it. Then 
somebody 없 the main station receives them all and combines pictures and 
audio. Then it airs in urgent cases. 
SBS has the lowest level of autonomy in Kyunggi news production and 
reporting processes. U피iNε KBS and MBC, there is no senior reporter at 
the 바st line and all stages, including direction, production and editing, are 
done by the society te없n of the main station. The reporters at the branches 
cover the p이ice cases and accidents under the directions of the desk editors 
of the society team, and send off the visuals through the branches if 
needed. 만le news production is mostly done in Seoul, and the editing and 
airing decision is also done there. The reporter also visits the public office 
once a week to cover the routine administrative issu앓. 
2) Structural limits of Kyunggi news production 
As can be generally seen in the news coverage and production processes, 
there is a structural limit behind the quantitative and qualitative 
insufficiency of Kyunggi news. It can be divided into the physical and 
value-judgement factors. 
<Table 3> Responsibilities of Kyunggi news production by stage 
Company Coverage Production Airiug 
h 
KBS Suwon branch Suwon branch I Seoul t뼈ms떠t떠n 
< ‘ 
MBC Suwon branch Seoul maìnι station Seotll måin st,atìòn 
” ι ” 
ι “ 1 
SBS Seoul main station Seoul main. station: I Seoulm짧i statiån 
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(1) Physical factors 
Compared to the small nwnber of reporters for the Kyunggi area (4 to 
5), the geographical area they are to cover is broad. Under such a system, 
it is difficult to expect satisfactory news coverage. Compared to the fact 
that the terrestrial stations assign 4-5 reporters to each government branch 
and 2-3 reporters to each police station in the Seoul area, this shortage 
directly accounts for the quantitative shortage of Kyunggi news. 
(Reporter A) With three people we can't do much, we wou1d need ten to 
cover Kyunggi. πlUS， we go to the big or important events, but skip the 
smaller ones. Those cou1d be covered if we get more personnel and 
equipment. With more reporters comes more news item discoveries, and we 
can also go to the towns we haven’t been ab1e to cover. 
(Reporter B) First, the number of reporters Ís too sma11. 까lere are 2-3 
peop1e at the Mapo police station, but to cover this wide area ... the Suwon 
branch a10ne has to cover an awfu1 10t, Suwon, Ansan, Pyongtaek, and 
Osan. Doing it a10ne does not make sense. 
(Reporter C) We don’t have the m없lpower. 1’m a1ready busy visiting the 
po1ice stations. How can 1 go around and ‘cover’? 
Even when the reporter goes on-site, the long movement paths of the 
K yunggi area impose tirne limits. This limits also the depth, a qualitative 
value of the news. With little time on hand, deep reporting is difficult. No 
matter how much news is produced, the channel to air them is lirnited. As 
the main news program of the stations, the 9pm or 8pm news is scheduled 
for 40-50 1띠nutes. In non-metropolitan areas, there is a separate local tirne 
so that the national news gets cut off and the last 10-15 minutes are filled 
with locally produced news. In the metropolitan area, however, there is no 
such dedicated time frame, thus lacking physical time space for local news. 
During the tirne when other provinces air locally produced news, Seoul 
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continues to air national news. The insufficience of physical time limits not 
on1y the time allocation but also the covering of individual items making it 
difficult for the reporter to delve much into each item. 
Another physical restraint for K yunggi news production is that 
cross-checking is difficult because there aren’t any colleagues on the site. In 
the m매or news source sites in Seoul there are many reporters covering the 
same issue. It gives the opportunity to minimize the errors by comparing 
the coverage results. However, in the K yunggi area, most coverage is done 
alone, lacking outside comparisons to check for errors. Thus new issues 
with greater risks are avoided while producing passive 따ticles dependent on 
familiar sources such as police information reports. This can be a reason 
why quality news does not occur, especially ta성ng into account that most 
K yunggi area reporters are starter‘s with little experience. 
(Reporter B) In Kyunggi, there are 뼈1‘dly any reporters who do real 
coverage. Information is extremely lin피ted， the sources. In Seoul, reporters 
discuss with one another. Triangular coverage can be done by integrating 
what this one has done and the other one has done, and it can be verified 
instantly. But in Kyunggi it is impossible because we lack manpower. This 
can be another reason for the insufficient news. (…) Once a Seoul news is 
on air, we can watch YTN and SBS and compare like that “ Hey, this is 
not right at this point, one of us is wrong. Let’s check it over." But the 
provincial news is a lonesome one. If we get sued, that reporter is done, 
I’m done, and the manager is done as well. πmt’s a burden, No 
cross-checking. 
(2) Value judgment factors 
At the broadcasting stations, there is a lack of cognition that K yunggi is 
an ‘area'. The companies combine the Seoul, K yunggi and Inchon areas 
into one under the name ‘metropolitan area’. πley allocate society team 
reporters from the main station, and thus actually lead the production of 
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police casejaccident centered news. A tendency to acknowledge the 
importance of the K yunggi area and make a change has started in some 
parts such as KBS, but as long as Kyunggi is the subject area of police 
station assigned reporters from the Seoul society section team, these limits 
are difficult to overcome. 
(Reporter C) Compared to the immense access rights that the pr뼈nci따 
residents have to their local information, the local information that the 
residents of Seoul, K yunggi or Inchon can get through terrestrial news is 
incomparably little .... Such as what new policy focus is being emphasized 
in Kyunggi, or what events are being held for the local residents. 
As can bε seen in the coverage system of K yunggi news, the produced 
Kyunggi news does not have its own dedicated time slots, and competes 
with the national items. The decision is made by the desk editors, but one 
of their most important value judgments is based on the ‘national 
i뼈uence’ . 만mt is, if a news item is more appealing to the nation as a 
whole rather than to some local residents, and if a news item has stronger 
social implic따ions， it has a greater chance of being aired on prime time. In 
this regard, Kyunggi news with ‘locality’ more often than not contradicts 
the news value of major broadcast stations locatεd in Seoul. 
6. Discussion 
This research aimed to analyze the quantitative and qualitative 
characteristics of Kyunggi news reporting by the 3 major terrestrial TV 
stations in Korea, For t피s， a multi-layered analysis of actual contents, the 
consumers (audience), and the producers (broadcasting station reporters) of 
K yunggi province news was carried out. 
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The result of the content analysis shows that Kyunggi news is 
quantitatively insufficient in all of the three dimensions of local news 
(geographic origin, locality of main figure, and locality of the theme). News 
quality analysis mainly tapped into diversity and depth and showed that 
there existed significant differences between Seoul and K yunggi news in 
terms of news diversity. Kyunggi news was mainly composed of simple 
police casejaccident news, lacked diversity and revealed a relatively high 
ratio of negative orientations. In terms of depth, which was measured by 
contin띠ty， completeness and presentation methods, no significant differences 
between Seoul and K yunggi news were found. This result can be 
understood as showing the constraints in news depth overall in Korean 
broadcast joumalism. 
According to audience survey, the demand of the Kyunggi residents for 
Kyunggi news was high, but the major terrestrial broadcasting news did not 
correspond to it. Kyunggi residents were discontent with the insufficient 
quantity and the lack of diverse themes in Kyunggi news. The responses 
indicated a high need for Kyunggi news, but the satisfaction level with the 
current Kyunggi news was the lowest in both quantity and quality. 
Through the content analysis and survey, the “ dark foot of the candle" 
ph앉lOmenon of K yunggi news proved to be real. πle in-depth interviews of 
news producers (reporters) show some important clues as to why the 
K yunggi news of m매or terrestrial TV stations c없ne to have such problems. 
Most of all, there are physical constraints such as the limits of the coverage 
with only a small number of reporters covering a vast area, and the 
broadcast media characteristics of limited time slots of news. However, the 
more important factor has to do with value judgment issues such as news 
value decisions centered on national-level influence with passive awar없less 
of the importance of Kyunggi news as the result. 
Recently, awareness of the importance of Kyunggi province has been 
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rising and so has thε news coverage of this area. Policy and culture news 
are starting to get produced in addition to the police cases and accidents. 
Still, without enhanced m없lpower and allocation of news time slots, 
K yunggi news will not be able to overcome its limits. 
멤lOugh this research dealt with Kyunggi news of three major terresπial 
broadcasting stations in Seoul, the implications are not confined to the TV 
news coverage of Kyunggi as a specific local area. It is 피ghly likely that 
the news coverage of other local areas would reveal more or less similar 
quantitative and qualitative constraints as found in Kyunggi’s case. 
Furthermore, this empirical investigation of the disparity in broadcast news 
can expand beyond the geographical areas to various socio-cultural 
institutions. 
There are some methodological issues in this study which deserve special 
mention. First of aU, the multi-layered definitions for local news, the news 
catego더zation schemes and the diversity and depth scales of news are the 
unique methodological inventions of this research, which can make the 
quantitative and qualitative description of broadcast news more valid and 
elaborated. Furthermore, the multi dimensional approach of combining 
content analysis, audience survey and news producer depth interviews 
turned out to be highly productive. Problems were identified from the news 
contents, vaHdated through the audience and their causes were analyzed 
담om the producers. By applying this type of multi-dimensional approach, 
we expect that researchers dealing with social communication issues can get 
to the diagnosis, and hopefully to the solution of the agenda at stake rather 
than stic힘ng to the simple descriptions of problems. 
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